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MCCB general news,
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Grand Rapids Community College hosted the Spring 2011
Conference.
Thank you to the GRCC hosts: Leigh Kleinert, Tim
Hoving and Holly Hoare for organizing an amazing
conference.

Please visit our website at: http://www.mccb1.org/

You will find information concerning conferences, job positions, general information about our organization as well
useful web resources on our website. If any MCCB member knows about biology positions, upcoming relevant
conferences, seminars, or workshops being held in Michigan (as well as throughout the U.S.) please email
information to: Ralph Gorton, MCCB Webmaster, gorton@tds.net and/or to Susan Dentel, Newsletter Editor,
sdentel@wccnet.edu
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From Dr. Matt Douglas' session on "The Benefits of Combining Lecture
and Laboratory in the Biological Sciences." - by Robert Leunk:
Dr. Matt Douglas, GRCC, presented the benefits of combining separate lecture and
laboratory elements of a zoology class into two 3-hour integrated, interactive
sessions per week. Using a mini-lecture format, Matt introduced the biology of
monarch butterflies. Participants immediately applied these principles by observing
live adult and larval monarchs and investigating many preserved specimens before
them. Matt finds the combined lab/lecture format increases student understanding
of complex, in-depth information, fosters student-professor interaction, increases
student retention, and keeps students engaged during class time.
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Bodies Revealed Field Trip
MCCB Conference Kate Kryger

A group of MCCB participants took full advantage of GRCC’s prime urban location
and visited the famed Bodies Revealed exhibit at the Grand Rapids Public Museum. –
Plastinated cadaver exhibitions are controversial for their overt presentation of the
human form, and for the questionable means by which their for-profit parent
companies, such as Premier Exhibitions, Inc., obtain their cadavers. Yet, despite their
controversy, each year these exhibits educate and excite millions of visitors about the
human body because they have successfully merged art with science. So, while the
MCCB group was not in need of an anatomy lesson, the Bodies Revealed exhibit, along
with the expressions of awe on the faces of those surrounding us, reminded us that art
and science can coexist on one stage; and the combination of the two disciplines can
serve as a powerful tool in education.
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04-09-11 MCCB - Jolanta Lanier’s review of:

“Using Technology to Enliven Introductory Biology ”
by Eric Simon, PhD., New England College
Introduction of common venues of establishing connections in the classroom: biology core themes
and scientific method, personal life and pop culture (current events). Students nowadays are immersed
in multimedia (digital natives) and teachers who use technology to bridge the digital divide are more
successful at relating and connecting with their audience. Among technology’s advantages, Eric
listed convenience and access to multiple learning styles (animations are especially useful), as well as
the “trendy” appeal among students who grew up with it.
Workshop participants were invited to play the “Spin the wheel of classroom technology” game.
Category choices were : e-books, tabs, podcasts, images, videos, apps, clickers, interactive tutorials and
games.
1. E-books – used primarily by teachers as they emulate regular books, journals,
magazines.
Disadvantages – poor graphics, no ability to edit, access difficulty and no re-sell
ability (research suggests students value this option!)
Advantages – portable, lightweight, ability to annotate, hyperlinks
2. Pad is an improvement – intuitive use, full spectrum of color (important in biology),
fully interactive and cross-referenced
3. Apps- not enough software support for sufficient penetration within students rely on
those to drill their elementary skills (math, language). A good replacement for written
flash cards (A&P, medical terminology, etc..)
4. Images – Eric cautioned about random searches; best to use .gov domains only;
PHIL.CDC.gov-public health image library; taking own images and encouraging student
to do so assures no copyright issues
5. Games – many websites provide ready-made templates and free services (bingo,
crosswords, puzzlemakers, jeopardy, wheel of fortune, millionaire); disadvantage- time
consuming
6. “Practice Anatomy Lab 3.0”, Betsy Brantley
Hands-on session in the computer lab via the Pearson website (www.practiceanatomylab.com )
available with purchase of new editions of Fundamentals of Anatomy & Physiology with
MasteringA&P™ (Martini); Human Anatomy & Physiology Laboratory Manual with MasteringA&P
(Marieb) and other selected titles. The new version includes multilayer interactive dissection
photography and a new interactive histology module that allows the student to view the same tissue
slide at different magnifications . Students get more opportunity to practice via simulated fill-in-theblank lab practical and question randomization feature. Instructors also previewed Pearson’s
“Interactive Physiology” 10-system available with selected e-text formats of A&P titles.
www.interactivephysiology.com
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Eric Simon and his talk Saturday titled, "Using Technology to Enliven
Introductory Biology."
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Dr. Julie Davis Turner gave an exciting and informative Saturday Keynote address titled,

“Inquiry in Biology Teaching: The Road Less Traveled?”
Dr. Turner began her discussion by reading Robert Frost’s famous poem and
suggesting that active learning and inquiry approaches are often “the road less
traveled” in education. Dr. Turner presented pertinent data driving active learning
and inquiry approaches, and discussed how these methods of teaching allow
students to experience the “work” for which their education prepares them. Dr.
Turner defined examples of active learning such as collaborative learning,
cooperative learning, and problem-based learning, and gave examples of how these
methods are being used at the Van Andel Institute Graduate School and by faculty
at GRCC. She engaged the audience in the discussion through the use of clickers,
and encouraged the group to share their own experiences with active learning and
inquiry-based methods. Several participants shared examples of successful
utilization of such methods in their own courses. Dr. Turner used her clicker
system to poll the participants on their use of active learning methods, and it was
interesting to see the responses appear on the screen. Overall, a large percentage of
the participants try to incorporate active learning into their courses.
Dr. Turner also engaged the participants in a discussion of the pros and cons of
active and inquiry-based learning. While the pros were clear—engagement of
students, a more authentic learning experience, development of problem solving
skills—there were some cons. Participants mentioned that such methods can take
too much time, they can be difficult to use with unmotivated students, and they are
a challenge to assess. The group discussed potential solutions to those challenges,
such as clearly defining the activities and using alternative methods of assessment.
Dr. Turner’s keynote address was very engaging, interactive, and motivational, and it
was a pleasure to have her at our conference!

Tim Hoving
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Dr. Julie Davis Turner (Van
Andel Institute)
"Inquiry in Biology
Teaching: The Road Less
Traveled"
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Our President elect, Matt Badtke, is the newest full-time faculty member at
Jackson Community College. He will be teaching Microbiology, General
Biology, and Chemistry at the Lenawee campus. Congratulations Matt!

MCCB Session Review
Matt Badtke
During session III on Saturday, Dr. Bob Leunk hosted, “Making Yogurt: An
Inquiry- Based Lab Exercise for Microbiology.” The session began
with a brief introduction of the lab and the context of the course in which it
would be presented. The participants then continued to a prep lab space which
had been set up for the lab. The participants followed the lab protocol in the same
manner the students would, including addressing several questions relating the lab
to the concepts of pH and protein structure. After following the protocol and
assembling the ingredients for yogurt, the participants sampled some pre-made
yogurt and discussed other inquiry-based labs that could be performed.
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Message to Campus Representatives:
Campus representatives are such a vital part of the MCCB. We appreciate the
important job you do of communicating with full and part-time faculty at your institution
about MCCB events. All campus representatives are welcome to attend MCCB
executive meetings. If you are interested in becoming a campus representative for
your college, please contact Susan Starr, biologysusie@yahoo.com.

≈

Upcoming MCCB Conferences:
Fall 2011 (Oct. 21 and 22)

Lansing Community
College
Sponsored by Tim Periard and
LuAnne Clarke

Other Conferences of Interest:
2010 NABT Professional Development
Conference (National Association of Biology
Teachers) (Oct. 12-15) Anaheim, CA
2012 NSTA Conference
(National Science Teachers Association):
(March 29-April 1) Indianpolis, IN

Spring 2012
!
Mac Mullen Conference Center

2012 Michigan Science Teacherʼs
Association (March 9-10) Lansing, MI

Fall 2012
!
Washtenaw Community College

2012 HAPS (Human Anatomy & Physiology
Society) (May 26-31), Tulsa, OK
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Mission of MCCB:
MCCB (Michigan Community College Biologists) serves as a state-wide forum for sharing instructional
techniques and new ideas for teaching college-level biology. The organization fosters communication,
friendship, and unity among the biologists of the twenty-nine community colleges in the State of Michigan. Two
state-wide meetings are held annually
Founded in the early 1980's, MCCB began as an offshoot of COSIP (the College Science Improvement
Program). Two COSIP groups were originally created in Michigan: a southern group of colleges (associated
with the University of Michigan/Dearborn and directed by Dr. Hertzler) and a northern group of colleges
(associated with Central Michigan University and directed by Dr. Carl Scheel). The initial meeting to form a
statewide organization of community colleges occurred at Delta College in 1981. The first slate of officers was
elected at that time, with Eldon Enger as President and Janet Dettloff as Vice-President.
•

To promote an interest in biology.

•

To improve the teaching of biology by providing opportunities to share and discuss instructional
techniques and teaching methods.

•

To provide opportunities for updates on current topics and trends in biology.

•

To facilitate the exchange of ideas and foster communication, friendship and unity among the
community college biologists in Michigan.

S. Dentel, MCCB News Editor
414 S. First St.
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

